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C H E R I F AMROUCHE, VlVETTE GlRAULT, Paris 
(Received April 29, 1992) 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let ft be bounded domain of Rd (d >̂ 2) with boundary T; let / be a given function 
defined in ft and <p and g two given functions defined on T, <p and g satisfying adequate 
compatibility conditions . Recall that the Stokes problem consists in finding a pair 
of functions (u ,p) solution of: 
- A « + Vp = / in ft, 
div u = <p in ft, 
u — g on T. 
In two dimensions, this system is fairly simple because it can be reduced to a bihar-
monic equation. In higher dimensions, this problem is substantially more difficult; 
it has been studied by many authors, from different points of view, and it would be 
too long to list them all here. But to our knowledge, Cat tabr iga [13] was the first 
to establish complete results of existence and regularity of the solution in the case 
of an open subset of R3; he achieved this by using techniques of integral representa-
tions. Yudovich [40] and later on Solonnikov [33] obtained similar results by other 
approaches . About the same period, Geymonat [17] solved general elliptic systems, 
tha t are extensions of the Stokes problem . More recently, Ghidaglia [18] studied, 
in arbitrary dimensions, another generalization of the Stokes problem by means of 
differential quotients . 
The purpose of this paper is to propose a new approach to establish existence, 
uniqueness and regularity of the solution of the Stokes problem in W m , r ( f t ) x 
V V m _ l r ( f t ) for 777 ^ 0, namely by linking these results to a Helmholtz decomposition 
of vector fields. Besides the fact that Helmholtz decompositions are very interesting 
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as such (particularly, in practical applications), this approach has the advantage of 
leading to a well-constructed theory, the arguments developed here being not only 
straightforward, but also applicable to higher-order problems. Another advantage 
is that it applies to domains of arbitrary dimensions, in many cases with optimal 
regularity assumptions on the boundary and also to singular data. A sketch of this 
theory has been announced in a note by the authors [5] and the complete proofs are 
given in the report [6]. 
The regularity of the solution of the continuity equation: 
div u — <p in Q, 
u — g on F, 
plays a fundamental part in studying the Helmholtz decomposition of vector fields. 
The best-known contribution in this area is that of Bogovskii in [9] and [10], who 
established regularity by considering an integral representation of the solutions. In 
this paper we use a different argument, that does not require integral representations. 
Instead, we use a powerful equivalence of norms proved by Necas in [27], on which 
this work is based, and theorems on the trace of the divergence, proved by Heron in 
[22]. One advantage of proceeding thus is that it extends, the results of Bogovskii, 
and that of latter authors such as Borchers k Sohr [11], to singular data on the 
boundary. 
An outline of the paper is as follows. Paragraph 2 derives a simplified version 
of De Rharil's theorem [30] which has here two important applications. First, it 
permits to characterize a family of "divergence-free" function spaces. The lower 
order spaces are associated with the Stokes operator and the higher order spaces 
are associated with "generalized Stokes" operators, where the Laplace operator is 
replaced by the bihariiionic (or higher-order operators) and boundary conditions on 
the normal derivative (or higher-order normal derivatives) are added to the s tandard 
Dirichlet boundary condition. We refer to [7] for a study of "generalized Stokes" 
operators . A second very useful application is a characterization of some distributions 
by means of their gradient and is an extension of Necas' theorem [27]. Some of the 
results of this paragraph have been announced in a note by Amrouche [4]. We also 
refer to a recent work of Simon [31] for a different proof of De Rham's theorem and 
its consequences. 
Paragraph 3 uses the results of Paragraph 2 to show that the divergence operator 
is an isomorphism between adequate spaces, which is a generalization of the well-
known "inf-sup" condition of Babuska [8] and Brezzi [12]. This, combined with an 
impor tant result of Heron [22] (that expresses the traces of the divergence of functions 
in Wm , r(!f2)) , allows to construct functions in W m , r ( Q ) with prescribed divergence 
and trace. 
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Paragraph A is devoted to the Stokes prob lem. For m J> 2, we first establish a 
llelmliolfz decomposition of the space W m , r ( f t ) fl W 0
, r ( Q ) by applying a result of 
Agmon, Douglis <!v. Nirenberg [3] valid for elliptic systems. From this we derive the 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of Stokes problem in Wm,r(Q)x Wm~l,r(Q). 
By a duality argument introduced by Lions & Magenes [25], this result carries over 
to ?7/ = 0 and by interpolating between in = 2 and m = 0, we complete the case 
?7i = 1 and arbitrary r. In turn, this permits to establish a Hehnholtz decomposition 
of the space W|J , r ( f i ) . 
We end with a short Paragraph 5 that decouples the pressure from the velocity 
by a penalty method. 
In the sequel, r denotes a real number such that l < r < oo and r' s tands for 
its conjugate: 1/V-f 1/V = 1. Recall that &(Q) is the space of *&TO functions with 
compact support in {} and &(Q) is its dual space. For any multi-index k in N r f , we 
denote by dk the differential operator of order k: 
g\k\ 
cr = — -— with Ikl = ki -f k9 -f . . .kd. 
dxk;idx**...dxkd
d i i i -
Then for m in N, l V m , r ( Q ) is the standard Sobolev space: 
wm'r(ii) = {ve //(fi); Vk e N ( i , i <$ | k K ™, Okve Lr(Q)}, 
and lV m , r (-2) is the closure of 9(0) in IV m ' r (_l) . It can be shown that for the 
domains il in which we shall work and for m ^> 1, this space is characterized by: 
IV m ' r ( f i ) = {v e I V m , r ( - l ) ; Vk G N,0 ^ Jt ^ m - 1, ykv = 0 on f } , 
where yk denotes the normal trace operator of order k. The dual space of W
m,r({}) 
is denoted by l V " m , r # ( Q ) , and this extends the definition of Wm'r(Q) to all integer 
values of m. If 77? = 0, VVm , r(U) reduces to Lr(Q). When r = 2, the space lV m , r ( f l ) 
(resp. lVm ' r(S2)) is usually denoted by Hm(Q) (resp. Hm(Q)). The reader can refer 
to Necas [28] or Adams [1] for other properties of the above spaces and to Grisvard 
[21] for a careful study of the effect of nonsmooth boundaries. 
п; 
2 . A SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF DE RHAiYVS THEOREM 
For any nonnegative integer m and any real number r such that 1 < r < oo, we 
introduce the following spaces, closely related to the Stokes operator: 
(2.1) r = {ve ®(fi); divv = 0} , 
(2.2) Vm,r = closure of V in W
m - r ( f i ) , 
where X denotes the space Xd. For each integer m J> 1, we also define the space: 
(2.3) Um,r = {ve W
m , r ( f i ) ; div v = 0} , 
and for m — 0, 
(2.4) Uo,r(fi) = {v E L r ( f i ) ; div v = Q, v • n = 0 on T} . 
When ?* = 2, it is proved in Tern am [37] (cf. also Cirault Sz Raviart [20]) that the 
normal trace v • 7? belongs to H~^(E). The arguments extend readily to the case 
where r ^ 2. 
The theorem below states De Rham's Theorem, not with all its generality, since 
De Rham established it for flows on a variety (cf. [30], Theoreine 17', p. 114). 
T h e o r e m 2 . 1 . (De Rham) Let Q be any open subset ofHd and let f be a distri-
bution of 0(Q) that satisfies: 
(2.5) V u G f , ( / ,v) = 0. 
Then there exists a distribution p in &(Q) such that 
(2.6) / = Vp. 
This theorem has an immediate application to the Stokes problem (cf. the approach 
of Temain in [37] and Lions in [24]), but De Rham's Theorem is a very powerful and 
difficult result because it deals with arbitrary distributions, whereas Stokes problem 
involves in fact distributions for which we have much more information. In the case 
where / belongs to H - 1 ( _ l ) and satisfies (2.5), Tartar arrives in [35] at the conclusion 
of Theorem 2.1, but with a much simpler proof; this approach is also developed by 
Cirault fe Raviart in [20]. In this paragraph, we propose to extend the argument 
of Tar tar to the case where the distribution / belongs to W ~ m , r ( f 2 ) . Previously, 
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we require two basic results . The first one is an abstract algebraic result which is 
known as the "Peetre-Tartar Lemma", (cf. Peetre [29] and Tartar [34]), and has 
many valuable applications. 
T h e o r e m 2 .2 . (Peetre fc Tar tar) Let E\, Eo, F3 be three Banach spaces, A an 
operator in S£(E\\ F2) ajic/ B a compact operator in J?(E\\ E3) satisfying: 
(2.7) Vu G Eu \\u\\El ~ \\AU\\E2 + ||Bti||£,3. 
Then the following properties hold: 
1) The dimension of Ker A — {v G Fi ; Av = 0} is finite. The range space R(A) of 
the operator A is a closed suhspace of F2 &ud the mapping A: E\j Ker A »—• R(A) 
is an isomorphism. 
ii) If G is a Banach space and M G S£(E\\G) satisfies 
VM G K e r A \ { 0 } , Mu^O, 
then, 
(2.8) V u G F i , \\u\\El ~\\AU\\E2 + \\MU\\G. 
And the second result we shall use is an important equivalence of norms due to 
Necas [27]. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . (Necas) Let 12 he a hounded Lipschitz-continuous domain ofRd, 
m an arhitrary integer and r any real number with 1 < r < 00. There exists a 
constant C > 0, depending only on Q, m and r, such that: 
(2.9) V / e IV""<''(«), | | / | k . . , r ( w ) ^ C ( | | V / | | w . . - . . , ( n ) + l l / l k - i ^ r . ) ) . 
R e m a r k 2 .4 . Necas' Theorem is difficult to establish because the boundary of 
c2 is only Lipschitz-continuous. When the boundary of IT2 is smoother, Tar tar gives 
in [35] a far simpler proof in the case where 7* = 2 and in — 0. 
As a first application of these two theorems, the following corollary derives some 
properties of the gradient operator. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 .5 . Let f2 be a hounded Lipschitz-continuous domain of Rd, m an 
arbitrary integer and r any real number with 1 < r < 00. We have: 
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i) The range space of the operator grad E 5?(Wm>r(Q); W m _ 1 ' r ( f i ) ) is a closed 
subspaceofWm-l>r(Q). 
ii) If in addition Ct is connected, there exists a constant C > 0, depending only on 
Q,, 7?i and r such that: 
(2.10) VpeW m ' r ( f i ) /R ||p||iv-.'(n)/R ^ o||Vp||Wm-...(o)-
iii) For any open subset LO of Q, with positive measure, there exists a constant 
Cw > 0, depending only on LO, Q, m and r, such that: 
(2.11) Vp e Wm'{(l), | | p | k m . , ( n ) <í Cu{\\P\\W~.r(u) + | |Vp | |w- ҶП)J 
P r o o f . The proof consists in applying Theorem 2.2 with the following corre-
spondence: Ei = Wm>r(Vt), E2 = W
m~l>r(n), E3 = W
m-l>r(tt),A = grad, B = «, 
the identity operator. As the domain is bounded, the canonical imbedding i of E\ 
into F3 is compact. Besides, it is easy to show that 
(2.12) VP G W
m'r(Q), | |p |km-, . r ( n ) + ||Vp||wm-..rfn) ^ C\ \P\ I W m . r ( 1 . ) . 
Then, with the above correspondence, (2.9) and (2.12) yield the equivalence of norms 
(2.7) and part i) follows from part i) of Theorem 2.2. 
Next, Ker(grad) = R when f2 is connected. Thus part i) of Theorem 2.2 also states 
that the operator grad is an isomorphism from VVm,r(Q)/R onto Ix(grad) and hence 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that: 
Vp e W^^/R, | |p | | .Vm . , ( n ) / R = inf | |p| | ,Vm,r ( n ) ^ C|| V P | | W - . • r ( 0 ) • 
pep 
Finally, let G = VVm-r(cj) and let M : VVm'r(f2) H- VVm>r(cj) be the identity map-
ping; as LO has positive measure, then HMAHjym,--^) = HAHiy™,.-^) > 0 for all A E R* 
and (2 .H) follows directly from the equivalence of norms (2.8). • 
Part ii) of Corollary 2.5 has an interesting consequence concerning the space: 
xm,r = {fe HC
r("); v / e wm-''r(Q)}. 
Let us fix an arbitrary subset LO of Q, with positive measure, and define: 
IIIPIII = I IPII IV—(u,) + l | V p | | w — ( n ) . 
Because LO has positive measure, |||-| is a norm on A r m r . Moreover, owing to (2.11), ||-||| 
and || •llw^.'-(a) are equivalent norms on VVm,r(f2) so that VVm,r(f2) is a Banach space 
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for I • |||. The following corollary states that Xmyr coincides in fact with VV
m'r(f2). 
Its proof consists in showing that Wm'r(Q) is dense in Km,-, for the norm ||| • |||; we 
skip the proof because it is entirely similar to that of Corollary 2.2, Chapter I of [20], 
established in the case where ??i = 0 and r = 2. 
Corollary 2.6. Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz-continuous domain ofRd, m an 
arbitrary integer and r any real number with 1 < r < oo. The following topological 
and algebraic identity holds: 
Xm,r = W
m'(Q). 
In addition to the spaces defined by (2.1)-(2.4), we shall also use the polar spaces 
Um, and Vm, defined by: 
(2.13) Um, = {ye W-
m'r'(Q); {y,v) = 0, Vw € Um,r} , 
with a similar definition for Vm r. 
The next lemma establishes a first simplification of De Rham's Theorem. 
Lemma 2.7. Let Cl be a bounded Lipschitz-continuous domain of Rd, m a nonneg-
ative integer, r any real number with 1 < r < oo and r' its conjugate: 1/r-f- 1/r' = 1. 
A distribution f £ W" m ' r (Q) satisfies: 
(2.14) VpeUmy, { / » = 0 , 
if and only if there exists p E W~m+l'r(Q) such that f = Vp. If in addition the 
set f2 is connected, then p is defined uniquely, up to an additive constant, by f and 
there exists a positive constant C, independent of f, such that 
(2-15) INIiv-'»+-.'-(n)/R ^ C| | f | |w--^(n)-
P r o o f . Consider first the case where m ^ 1. Observe that the operator 
-grad that^ belongs to J^f(VV-m+1'r(12); W"m ' r(f2)) is the dual operator of div 
in JS?(Wm,r '(Q); W™~hr>(Q)). But according to Corollary 2.5, the range space, 
R(grad) is a closed subspace of W"m'r(lT2). Then the Closed Range Theorem of 
Banach (cf. Yosida [39]) implies that: 
#(grad)=(Ker(div))° = l /^ r , . 
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This is precisely the statement of the necessary condition of the lemma . Then the 
upper bound (2.15) is an immediate application of (2.10). The sufficient condition 
is obvious. 
When m = 0, a function / that satisfies (2.14) also satisfies it for m = 1. Therefore, 
the above proof with m = 1 shows that / = Vp for some p in Lr(il). Thus, 
p E Wl,r(il) and Corollary 2.5 yields the bound (2A5) when Q is connected. • 
With Corollary 2.6, this lemma can be refined and gives a second simplified version 
of De Rham's Theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2 .8 . Let {} be a bounded Lipschitz-continuous domain of Hd, m a 
nonnegative integer, r any real number with 1 < r < oo and r' its conjugate: \/r -f 
1/V = 1. Let f E W " m ' r ( Q ) satisfy: 
v<per} 0 » = o. 
Then the conclusion of Lemma 2.7 holds, i.e. there exists p E l 'V~m + l , r(£2) such that 
f = Vp. If in addition the set fi is connected, then p is defined uniquely, up to an 
additive constant, by f and there exists a positive constant C, independent of / , 
such that (2.15) holds. 
P r o o f . Let us assume that Q is connected (otherwise, we can apply the argu-
ment below to each connected component of 12). In view of Corollary 2.6, it suffices 
to show that / = Vp, for some p E JVio" ,? (&)• To this end, consider an increasing 
sequence (Qk)k^i of Lipschitz-continuous, connected open sets such tliat Qk C -1 
and Ufcfi/; = 12. Take any divergence-free function v in W m ' r (Qk) if m ^ 1 or v in 
L r (fij.) with v - n = 0 on the boundary of Qk if ?7i = 0 and let us extend it by zero 
outside Qf.- Then the extended function, still denoted by v, belongs to Umr'. For 
any e > 0, let (Q£) be a sequence of mollifiers, i.e. Q£ E &(R
d) and 
Qe(z) ^ 0, / Q£ dx = 1, supp Q£ C ~B(0,e), lim Q£ = 6 in &'(R
d). 
Then, for all sufficiently small e > 0, we have: 
Q£ * v E -^(-^), div(£>£ * v) = Q£ * div v = 0. 
As Q£ * f E 7
X, the assumption on / yields: 
(f,v) = lim(/,D t- * v ) = 0. 
£—+0 
Then Lemma 2.7 applied in Qk to / ( n , implies that there exists pk E I V
_ m + l ' r ( ^ - ) 
such that f\nk = Vpjt; and since pk + i — pk is constant in Q^, this constant can be 
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chosen so that pk+\ — Pk in -l*-, and hence f = Vp with p G W m + 1 ' r(u>) for any 
proper subset u> of fi, i.e. p G W^ ™ , r ( ^ ) - Therefore, by virtue of Corollary 2.6, p 
belongs to VV" m + 1 ' r ( f i ) and (2.15) follows again.from (2.10). D 
Now we are in a position to prove that the spaces Uin>r and Vm,r are the same. 
T h e o r e m 2 .9 . Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz-continuous domain of Rd, m a 
nonnegative integer and r any real number with 1 < r < oo. The space Vm>r defined 
by (2.2) coincides with the space t / m r defined by (2.3) or (2.4). 
P r o o f . It suffices to prove that '¥ is dense in Um>r. Let / be an element of 
(Um,rY that vanishes on '¥ and let us prove that / = 0. As Um^r is a closed subspace 
of W™' r ( f i ) , / has a (non unique) extension l e W " m ' r ' ( ! l ) . Thus (/, v) = (/, v) for 
all v G Um,r
 a r-d in particular, (/, y?) = 0 for all (p G *¥. Then, according to Theorem 
2.8, there exists p G W " m + 1 ' r ' ( n ) such that / = Vp. Hence, (/, v) = (Vp, v) = 0 for 
any v G Um>r and therefore (/, v) = (/, i;) = 0 for all v G Um.r- O 
We finish this paragraph with an important application of Theorem 2.8 showing 
that distributions are determined by their gradient. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .10 . Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz-continuous domain of Rd, m 
any integer and r any real number with 1 < r < oo. 
i) Up G &'(Q) has its gradient in W m - 1 , r ( Q ) , then p belongs to Wm>r(Q). If 
in addition Q is connected, then p satisfies (2.10). IfQ is arbitrary (not necessarily 
bounded nor Lipschitz-continuous), then p belongs to lV,mc
,r(Q). 
ii) When m ^ 0 and Q is connected, there exists a constant C > 0 such that all 
distributions p in Q1'^) with Vp in ItVm~1, r(fi) and J^pdx — 0 satisfy the bound 
\\p\\w™>r(n) ^ CllVpHw--i.'-(n)-
P r o o f . The proof of part i) depends upon the value of m. 
a) Let m ^ 0. Observe that 
Vv G ¥, (^P, v) — ~ (P, divv) = 0. 
Therefore, according to Theorem 2.8, there exists a function q G rVm,r(£2) such that 
Vp = Vo . Hence, the difference p — q is constant in each connected component of Q 
and as Q is bounded this implies that p belongs to VVm,r(i2). When Q, is connected, 
Corollary 2.5 shows that p satisfies (2.10). 
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b) Let m > 0. The argument of part i) shows that p belongs at least to Lr(Q) and 
therefore p is in Wm'r(Q) and (2A0) follows again from Corollary 2.5. 
ii) We already know that that p belongs at least to Lr(Q) and (2TO) holds. It 
suffices to prove that there exists a constant C\ > 0 such that for all p in 1/(f2)/R, 
the representative p with mean-value zero satisfies: 
IblU'(n) ^ Ci\\p\\Lr(tt)i-. 
On one hand, p has exactly one representative p with mean value zero. On the other 
hand, p has a representative p such that 
||p||Lr(n) = ||p||L '(n)/R-
Then p = p- mJs^ fn p dx and it satisfies 
||p|U'(n) ^ (1 + rneas(Q)'lfr)\\p\\Lrm/-. 
D 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 1 . This proposition is an extension of Theorem 2.3. It was proved 
by Magenes & Stampacchia [26] in a domain of class if1,1. Moreover, part ii) is 
a generalized Poincare-type inequality for functions with mean-value zero (cf. for 
instance Dautray & Lions [14, vol. 3]). 
Theorems 2.9 and Proposition 2.10 have been proved by Borchers fc Sohr in [11]. 
Their proofs are based on the results of Bogovskii [9] and [10]. 
3. P R O P E R T I E S OF T H E DIVERGENCE O P E R A T O R 
Recall the following result, valid for two reflexive Banach spaces M and A' (cf. Tay-
lor [36]): let Y be a closed subspace of X and B a linear operator from X/Y into 
M', then its adjoint operator B' is an isomorphism from M onto the polar space Y° 
if and only if B is an isomorphism from X/Y onto M'. 
The next corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.7 and this result. 
Corol lary 3 . 1 . Let Q. be a bounded, connected, Lipschitz-continuous domain of 
Rd, m a nonnegative integer, r any real number with 1 < r < oo, and r' its conjugate. 
i) The gradient operator is an isomorphism from W~m,r (Q)/R onto Vr£+i r; 
ii) The divergence operator is an isomorphism from W ^ l + 1 ' r ( Q ) / V m + i ) r onto 




As mentioned in the introduction, the second part of this corollary has been es-
tablished by Bogovskii in [9] and [10], who constructed explicitly this isomorphism 
by means of integral representations. 
The theorem of Babuska k, Brezzi (cf. Babuska [8], Brezzi [12] or [20]) implies tha t 
the s ta tement of Corollary 3.1 with m = 0 is equivalent to an "inf-sup" condition 
in the spaces W 0 '
r x LrQ . This condition is used for instance in solving nonlinear 
problems with divergence constraint . 
Corol lary 3 .2 . ("Inf-sup" condition.) Let Cl be a bounded, connected, Lipschitz-
continuous domain ofHd and let r be any real number with 1 < r < oo, and r' its 
conjugate. There exists a constant (3 > 0 such that: 
fn p div v dx 
inf SUp r—r-*- — 3> (5. 
/•€L5'(n)vewl>r(n) IPllwJ' r(n)ll/ iIIL^(n) 
L e m m a 3 .3 . Let Q be a bounded, Lipschitz-continuous, connected domain ofRd 
and r any real number with 1 < r < oo. Let g £ W 1 - 1 / r , r ( r ) and (p £ Lr(il) satisfy 
the compatibility condition: 
(3.1) I g - iidd — j pdx . 
Jr Jn 
Then there exists u £ W 1 , r ( Q ) , unique up to an additive function ofV\r, such that 
(3.2) div u = <p in Q, u — g on T. 
Furthermore, there exists a constant C > 0, independent ofu,cp and g, with 
(3.3) inf \\u -f < l | |w^(n) ^ CdMLnn) + ll<7||wn-i/^(r))-
V t v i , r 
P r o o f . Let w be a function in W 1 , r ( Q ) such that w = g on T. Green's formula 
and the compatibility condition (3.1) yield: 
/ div гv dx — ì g • ndа — I (p dx, 
Jӣ Jг Jӣ 
so that div w - p> £ L0(Q). Then Corollary 3.1 with ?7i = 0 implies that there exists 
a function u0 £ W 0 '
r ( Q ) , unique up to additive functions of Vlr, such that 
div uo = div u; — <p, 
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and satisfying 
inf | |uo +vllwi.-cn) ^ C i | | div i y - ^ | | L r ( n ) . 
ť t ' 1, r 
T h e function u = w — UQ satisfies both conditions (3.2) and for any t; in V\)r, we have 
| |ti + u | |w-. ' (n) ^ IhHw-. ' (n) + ||tio - u | | w ^ ( n ) -
By taking the inftmum of both sides of this relation, we derive 
inf | |u + v||w».--(n) ^ C2(| |^IU-(n) + I M I w i - i / ^ r r ) ) , 
V fe V1, r 
where Ci > 0 is a constant that depends only on Q and r. • 
This l e m m a generalizes the standard result with <p — 0 and r — 2 (cf. for instance 
[20] L e m m a 2.2, p. 24). In addition, it covers Simon's Lemma [32] stated for r = 2 
and constant (p. More precisely, we have: 
Corol lary 3.4. Let Q, be a bounded, connected, Lipschitz-continuous domain of 
Rd and r any real number with 1 < ?* < oo. For any g G W 1 - 1 / r , r ( r ) , tliere exists 
u £ W 1 , r (17) , unique up to an additive function ofV\>r, such that 
div u — / g • ndа in Гž, u — g on Г. 
meas(lT2) 
Furthermore, there exists a constant C > 0, independent of u and g, such that 
inf | |u + v||w^(n) ^ C | |g | | W i -Wr, r ( r ) . 
L e m m a 3.3 extends to higher order traces by applying the fundamental result 
below, proved by Heron [22] (Lemme 3.3, p. 1316) in the case of / / m spaces. 
L e m m a 3.5. (Heron) Let Q. be a bounded, connected domain ofRd of class 'if1,1. 
i) Every function u £ H 2 (Q) satisfies: 
(3.4) 7o(divu) - d iv r (7 0 (u ) t ) + 7 i (
w ) n ~ "2K7o(") • n, 
where K denotes the mean curvature of V, divp is the surface divergence, vt — 
v - (v • n)n is the tangential component ofv and ji - ^-7 are the normal derivatives 
of order i. 
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ii) Let m G N* and ft be of class ^f m + 1 » 1 ; every function u G H m + 2 ( f t ) satisfies: 
m - l / v 
7 m ( d i v u ) = d i v r 5 m + J Z f . jSj • grad Bm-j 
(3.5 
m - l / v 
+ 7 m + i W • 7? + Y^ ( ' ) ^ m + l - j ( 7 j " • w), 
w/jere 
i 
w; — n .-n <;*. — vi V ^ , , „ . . . , . 
i i W J "\ as J 
Vi = 0,...,m, 5, = f!VJ-i(Ђ u)((-^V"
J 
j = o 7 ' 
and the functions Bi are expressed in terms of the curvature tensor of V. 
R e m a r k 3.6. Heron derives (3.4) (respectively (3.5)), by assuming that the 
domain ft is of class rt>'3 (respectively < * f m + 3 ) . In fact, it can be checked that (3.4) 
(respectively (3.5)) is satisfied in the sense of H1//2(T) (respectively Hm+1//2(r)) 
whenever ft is of class r6>]'1 (respectively < £ ' m + 1 , 1 ) . The equation (3.4) is also proved 
by Grisvard [21] when ft is <*?1,1. In addition, the proof of Heron is easily transposed 
to the spaces VVm+2>r(ft) with m ^ 0 and r > 1. 
Corol lary 3.7. Let m ^ 0 be an integer, r any real number with 1 < r < oo 
and let ft Z>e a bounded, connected domain of Hd of class <^>m+1»1> Eor every g G 
W m + 2 " 1 / r - r ( r ) and xln G i y ^ + 2 - . - - i / r , r ^ r ^ j = 1, . . ., m + 1, /J,ere exLsfs a function 
?/G W m + 2 - r ( f t ) sue/j that 
7i_ i (div ?/) = V;M 7 = 1, . . ., 77i + 1, ?/ = g on V, 
and a constant C > 0 that depends only on ft, ??? and r such that 
/ m + l 
| |H | |w -+2 . - (n ) ^ Cl | | ^ | | w - + 2 - l / r , r ( r ) + 2 ^ ||0i||vVm + 2 - t - l / r ) r ( r ) 
^ i = l 
P r o o f . To simplify the discussion, we shall only write the proof for ??? = 1; the 
proof is simpler when ??J = 0 and pretty similar when ??? ^ 2. Set 1/4 = -0 et -02 = 0. 
In view of the regularity of ft, there exists u G W 3 , r ( f t ) such that 
u = g on F, 
71 (u) = 2Kg - nd\vr{gt) + x/m on F, 
72(M) = #?? — (divr .S'i + .S'o grad B[)n — B->g on P. 
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Owing to the assumptions, the right-hand sides above have enough regularity to 
guarantee that u belongs indeed to W 3 , r ( Q ) and u can be chosen so that it depends 
continuously upon the da ta g, t/> and 0. The functions Si and B{ have the expression: 
r> ., dn 
•So = 9t, .Si = --^9t + 2Aflft, 
B,(0 = - 2 N ( 0 , 152(0 = 2det ( ^ ) - 4 / v
2 ( 0 -
In view of (3.4) and (3.5), it can be easily checked that u satisfies 
7o(divu.) = i/% 7i(divtz) = 0, u = g on T. 
G 
As a consequence, we can extend the statement of Lemma 3.3 to Wm,r(!T2). 
Corol lary 3.8 . Let m hclong to NU { — 1}, r he any real number with 1 < /* < oo 
and let Q be a hounded, connected domain of Rd of class tfm+[>1 t//.e. Lipschitz-
continuous if m = -I). For any g G Wm+2~llr>r{r) and <p G VVm + 1 , r(Q) satisfying 
the compatibility condition: 
(3.6) / g • n d<r = / (pdx, 
Jr Jn 
there exists u G W m + 2 , r ( Q ) , unique up to additive functions ofVin+2,r, such that 
(3.7) div u = (p in fj, u = g on T. 
Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 independent of u,(p and g with 
(3 .8) inf | |u + v | | w - + - - . - ( n ) ^ C(\\(p\\Wm + i.r(a) 4- | | f l f | | w - + - - » / r . r ( r ) ) . 
V£Vm + 2,r 
P r o o f . When in = — 1, this is the statement of Lemma 3.3; so we can assume 
that m ^ 0. Applying Corollary 3.7, we can find a function w G W r n + J , r ( Q ) such 
that 
7i(div w) — ji(<p), i — 0, . . ., m, w = g on P. 
Green's formula and the compatibility condition (3.6) yield: 
/ d iv tvdx-= / g • n dcr — I pdx, 
Jn Jr Jn 
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so that div w - <p G L'0(Q) D W™+
l,r(Q). Then, according to Corollary 3.1, there 
exists a function uo G W m ,r (Q) (unique up to additive functions of Vm+2,r) such 
that 
div u0 = div iv — (p, 
and 
inf ||uo + ^ | |w-+2 , r ( n ) <C C | | d ivw - y?||w~+i.r(n). 
V€ V m . f 2,r 
The function u — w — UQ satisfies (3.7) and we readily derive (3.8). • 
4. S T O K E S P R O B L E M 
As mentioned in the introduction, we propose to solve the Stokes problem by 
relating it to a Helrnholtz decomposition. This approach has the advantage of being 
straightforward, it is valid in arbitrary dimensions, and in nearly every case it applies 
to domains with minimum regularity. 
Recall that Stokes problem consists in finding a pair of functions (u,p) solution 
of: 
( 4 4 ) - A « + V p = / in fi, 
(4.2) div u — (p in Q, 
(4.3) u = g on T, 
for given functions f, (p, g satisfying the compatibility condition (3.6). The homo-
geneous case corresponds to (p = 0 and g — 0. In two dimensions, this problem can 
be easily solved by reducing it to a biharmonic problem. In three dimensions, the 
salient result is Cat tabr iga 's [13] famous theorem: 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . (Cattabriga) Let m be a strictly positive integer, r any real num-
ber with 1 < ?• < oo and let Q be a bounded and connected domain ofR'\ of class 




and that the compatibility condition (3.6) between g and (p holds. Then the non-
homogeneous Stokes problem (4.1)-(4.3) has a unique solution u G W m , r (£2) and 
p G VVm"1- r(Q)/R and they satisfy the bound, 
| |u | | W m.r ( n ) + ||D||iy--i.'-(n)/R ^ ^ ( l l / l lw—- . ' ( n ) + IMkv™-^(n) + I k l l w ^ - i / ' . ^ r ) ) ) 
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with a constant C > 0 that depends only on m, r and Q. 
To illustrate the close relationship that exists between the solution of the Stokes 
problem and the Helmholtz decomposition, let us start with the following classical 
result tha t we prove by a new argument instead of the standard proof. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 .2 . Let fl be a bounded and connected domain oLUd. For every 
f G H~l(Q), the homogeneous Stokes problem has a unique solution u G H ^ Q ) and 
p G L2(Q)/R and there exists a constant C > 0 that depends only on il such that: 
(4-4) IMlHt(n) + IMIL-(n)/R ^ C\\f\\H-im. 
P r o o f . To begin with, recall the decomposition (cf. for instance [20]) 
(4.5) H 1 (Q) = VeV1, 
where for the sake of simplicity, V stands for V\o and the characterisation of V1: 
(4.6) Vx = { ( - A ^ g r a d o , qeL
2
0(Q)}. 
Now, let us first solve the Laplace system of equations: 
—Aw — f in Q, 
w = 0 on r. 
It has a unique solution w G HQ(!.2) and there exists a constant C > 0 that depends 
only on fi such that : 
IMlHMn) < ^ I I I / I I H - M H ) -
In addition, since 
/ div w Ax — I w • n da — 0, 
Jn Jr 
it follows from Corollary 3.1 with m = 0 and v — 2, that there exists a unique 
function v G VL such that div v — div w (note that in the Hilbert case, H0(i})/\' 
can be identified with l / J~), and 
IMIH- (* . ) ^ C2\\d\vw\\L2(n) <C CVJII /HH-HH)-
Then, the characterization (4.6) of VL shows that there exists a unique p G L^il) 
such that —A?; = Vp and 
Ibll-Lg(n) ^ ^4||V/)||H-i(.n) ^ ^5||v | |H»(n) ^ C6\\f\\H-i{n). 
Thus, the pair (u — w — v,p) is a solution of the homogeneous Stokes problem and 
it satisfies (4.4). Since obviously the Stokes problem has at most one solution, it is 
the only solution. • 
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The above proof shows that the Stokes problem reduces to a standard Laplace's 
equation, provided a decomposition of the form (4.5)-(4.6) exists. When in ^ 2, 
there is a direct proof of this decomposition and therefore we divide the remainder 
of this paragraph into three sections according to the value of in. 
4.V T H E CASE m ^ 2 
In order to prove for W m , r ( f i ) a decomposition analogous to (4.5)-(4.6), we require 
the following result. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 .3 . Let m J> 2 he an integer, r any real number with 1 < 7- < oo 
and let il he a hounded and connected domain ol'Rd, of class ?fm - 1 , 1 . Suppose that 
u £ W~ , r(12) and p £ \Vl'r({2) is a solution of the homogeneous Stokes problem with 
rightdiand side f £ W m " 2 < r ( Q ) . Then u £ W m - r ( Q ) , p £ I F " - 1 ' ^ ) and there 
exists a constant C > 0 that depends only on m,r and Q such that 
(4-7) IMIw-.'-(n) + I M k — i.-(n)/R ^ ^1l/ l |w™-2.r ( n ) . 
P r o o f . The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.2 of Tern am (cf. [37] p. 33). 
It can he easily checked that the homogeneous Stokes system can he expressed as 
an elliptic system in the sense of Agmon, Doughs <v; Nirenherg [3] (pp. 38-39 and 
42-43). Indeed, take p = ud+\ and fd+\ = 0. The system (4T)-(4.2) , with ip = 0, 
reads 
rf+i 
(1.8) J2lij(D)uj = /*, 1 ^ i ^ d + \ , 
;' = -
where the matr ix (hj(O), f o r £ = (& * • • • ,&i) € Rrf, -« defined by: 
iu =\z\
2o:1j if l <;ij ^d, 
iiid+\ = id+\ti = -& if l <c / <: d, 
Li+[)d+[ — 0, 
Kl2 =*? + ••• + # 
Take .s,- = 0,lj = 2 for 1 <C i,j <C d and sd+\ = —\,ld+\ = 1; the degree of the 
polynomial ljj(£) is less than or equal to .s,- +tj. With the same notations, it is clear 
that the determinant L(f) = \t\2d vanishes if and only i f f = 0, in other words, if 
and only if the ellipticity condition (1.5) p. 39 of reference [3] holds as well as the 
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uniform ellipticity condition (1.7) with m = d. The additional condition on L also 
holds: indeed, it is obvious that the polynomial r —> L(£ + r f ' ) lias exactly d roots, 
with positive imaginary part, all equal to 
r+(t,o = {-s • e + m2\e\2 - K • a2)1,2)/\t'\2-
As far as the boundary conditions are concerned, the matrix (Bhj) = (Bh) is 
given by 
Bhj =6hj, l^h^d, 1 <Cj $ r f + l . 
Take rh = —2; the degree of the polynomial Bhj is not larger than rh + tj (considering 
that Bhj = 0 if 7-/, -f tj < 0). It remains to show that the complementary boundary 
condition (2.3) of reference [3] holds. Let f be a tangent vector and n a normal 
vector at a point of V. Denote by T,+ (£, n) the d roots of L(£ -f TD); then M + (£, T) = 
(T~Th(^ n)Y and r+(<e,7i) = i |£ | / |n | . Let (L-**) be the adjoint matrix of (l'tJ) = (/.-,•); 
< i + l -i 
we readily check that the matrix J2 B'hj(€-r Tn)L
Jk(£+ TJI) is, modulo M + (£,T), a 
i = 1 
matr ix of order J, and this shows that condition (2.3) holds. 
Now, we are in a position to apply Theorem 10.5 of reference [3] p. 78; if the 
domain f2 is of class rtfm, we obtain a weaker estimate than (4.7), namely: 
| | u | | W m , r ( n ) + | | p | | i y m - l . r ( n ) / R <$ C\ ( \ | f\ \ W — 2, r (ty + f/r 11 U \ | L r (ft) ) , 
where the constant C\ > 0 depends only on 777,7* and Q and where dr = 0 if r ^> 2, 
dr — 1 if 1 < r < 2. In addition, by applying the material of C.risvard [21], we 
verify that the estimate of Theorem 10.5 of reference [3] is valid for domains of class 
c/?ri\ —1,1 
Finally, since the domain is bounded, we can take dr = 0 when the solution 
is unique (cf. Remark 2 pp. 668-669 of reference [2]). The uniqueness is obvious 
from the above inequality when the domain is f£°°. When the domain is at least 
<*f1,1, uniqueness can be proved by induction, using an idea of Kozono fc Sohr [23]. 
First, the solution u is unique for all r ^ r0 = ^73, because in this case, \V
2r(Q) 
is imbedded in H](Q). If r0 ^ 1, the solution is unique for all 7-; otherwise, the 
conclusions of the remainder of this section are valid for all real numbers r in the 
interval [ro,r0] and in particular, the statement of Proposition 4.11 shows that the 
solution u is unique if it belongs to Lr(Q) for some 7* in this interval. Hence, repeating 
the above argument, we obtain uniqueness for all 7̂0 ^ Ti = -jr^, because in this 
case, \<V2'r(Q) is imbedded in Lr°(Q). In this fashion, we generate a sequence of real 
numbers r* = d, li_4k and the solution is unique for all r whenever d <C 2 + 4k; in a 
finite number of steps, this proves uniqueness for any dimension d. • 
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R e m a r k 4 .4 . The above proposition is not an existence result: it does not prove 
that a solution satisfying the estimate (4.7) exists. It merely says that whenever a 
solution exists in the adequate spaces, then this solution has necessarily the regularity 
(4.7). 
With Proposition 4.3, we can establish the analogue of the decomposition (4 .5)-
(4.6). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 .5 . Let m ^ 2 be an integer, r any real number with 1 < r < oo 
and let Q, be a bounded and connected domain ofHd, of class r^fm-1,1. The following 
decomposi tion h olds: 
(4.9) wm ' r(fi) n w0
, r(fi) = (wm'r(fi) n v1>r) e (w
m , r(fi) n <71>r), 
where 
Gl>r = {ve W 0 '
r ( f i ) ; - At! = Vg, q G Lr0(Q)} . 
P r o o f . Denote by E (respectively, F) the left-hand side (respectively, right-
hand side) of (4.9). Clearly, F C E. The proof of the equality proceeds in two 
steps. 
i) First, let us show that F is dense in E. Observe that W m , r ( Q ) n V\tV is dense 
in V\tr for the topology of W 0
, r(12) (by virtue of the density of Y in Vi>r). Similarly, 
W m - r ( f i ) n G\tr is dense in G\>r for the topology of W 0
, r ( f i ) . Indeed, let v G Gl>r ; 
there exists q G Lr(Q) such that - A v = Vr/. As 0(Q) is dense in Lr(Q), there 
exists qn G $(Q>) such that qn —• q in L
r(Q). This implies the existence of vn G 
W m , r ( f i ) n W 0
, r ( f i ) solution of — Av n = V(/n and such that vn converges to v in 
Wj'r(fi). 
Next, let L be a continuous linear functional on E such that 
(L ,v ) = 0 Vv e F, 
and let us prove that L = 0. As E is dense in W 0 '
r ( f i ) , L has a unique extension 
L G W- 1 « r l ( f i ) . Therefore 
(L,v) = 0 V v G Vltr<3)GitT. 
In particular, ( L , v ) = 0 for all v G V\t,-, so that according to Lemma 2.7 and 
Theorem 2.9, there exists q G Lr'(Q) such that L = Vr/. Let z G W 0
, r ' ( Q ) be the 
solution of the problem —Az = Vg in fi, z — 0 on T. Then, for all w G Gfi>r we have, 
0 = (Vo , w) = ( - A z , w) = (z, -Aw), 
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which means that (z, Vp) = 0 for all p G Lr(Q). In other words, div z = 0, and 
hence z = 0 and L = 0. 
ii) Now, to establish (4.9), it suffices to prove that F is closed in E. To this end, let 
un = vn+wn be a sequence such that vn G W
m ' r ( f i )nV i i T . , wn G W '
n , r ( f i ) n 6 ' i | r and 
Hn —» w in W
m , r ( f i ) n W 0 '
r ( i ) ) , and let us show that u belongs to F. The sequence 
wn satisfies —Awn = Vo n , where qn G lV
m ~ 1 , r (Q) . Set — Avn + Vqn = — Aun = fn. 
The pair (vn, qn) is a solution of Stokes problem (since div vn = 0 in Q and vn = 0 on 
r ) with vn in W
m , r ( Q ) and qn in lV
m~l,r(ft) and right-hand side /„ in Wm~2- r(<.2). 
Tlien Proposition 4.3 implies that 
I K H w - ^ ( n ) + ||r//l||,y»>-Lr(p.)/|R ^ C||/„||Wm-2.r(n). 
Since fn is bounded in W
m ~ 2 , r ( Q ) , the sequences vn and qn are bounded respectively 
in W m , r ( D ) n W j , r ( Q ) and lV m ~ 1 ' r (Q) /R . As a consequence, wn is also bounded in 
W m , r ( Q ) n W 0 ' ' (Q) (because the Laplace operator is an isomorphism of lV
m,'"(!.2)n 
\V^r(Q) onto l V m ~ 2 , r ( ^ ) ) . Hence, 
vn " - v, wn — w in W
m , r ( f i ) n W j , r ( f i ) weakly, 
and 
qn - w , in KV
m"1 , r(fi)/R weakly. 
Moreover, it is easy to check that v G W m , r ( Q ) C\ V\yV and 
— Aw = Vo , 
which means that w £ W m , r ( Q ) C)G\^. Therefore u = v + w belongs to F. D 
This decomposition permits to solve the homogeneous Stokes problem. 
T h e o r e m 4 .6 . Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.5 . for any f £ W'"~2 , r(! ,2) . 
the homogeneous Stokes problem has a unique solution u G W " ) r ( Q ) and p G 
VVm~1 , r(f i) /R. Moreover, tliere exists a constant C > 0 depending only on in, r and 
VI, such that 
(4.10) | | « | | w — ( Í J ) + IHIiv — • - ( Í Í ) / B ^ C'll/ | |w—•• (П) 
P r o o f . In view of Proposition 4.3, it suffices to establish the existence of 
u G W 2 ' r ( Q ) and p G lV1,r(£2), but in fact, it will be just as easy to prove the 
existence of u G W m « r ( f t ) and p G vVm~1,r(£2). 
V2& 
The idea of the proof is very similar to that of Proposition 4.2. We first solve the 
Laplace's system of equations: — Av = f in {}, v = 0 on V; owing to the regularity 
assumption on / , this system has a unique solution v £ W m , r ( l l ) n W Q
, r ( i l ) . Then, 
applying the decomposition (4.9), v can be split uniquely into a sum v = u -f w, 
with u £ W m ' r ( f 2 ) H Vi,r and w £ W
m ' r ( f i ) fl Cl>r. Since -Aw = V/>, with 
p £ l V m _ 1 , r ( Q ) , we infer that u and p satisfy — A w f Vp = / , whence the result. • 
R e m a r k 4 .7 . It can be readily cliecked by interpolation that if s = m -f n 
where 0 < cv < 1 and if the domain Q is of class fgm>\ then u £ W*' r(£2) and 
p £ Ws~l'r(Q)/R whenever / £ W a - 2 ' r ( f t ) . However, this result is probably not. 
optimal in the sense that the above assumption on {} is a little too strong. It is 
probably sufficient to suppose that Q is of class f£m^Ql. 
Now, we turn to the nonhomogeneous problem. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 8 . Let m ^ 2 be an integer, r any real number with 1 < 7* < oo and 
let il be a bounded and connected domain ofRd, of class <£>m~1 ,1 . Let 
f £ Wm - 2 ' r (n) , <p £ Wm~l'r(Q) and g £ Wm-1 / r- r(r) , 1 < r < oo, 
be given with g and (p satisfying the compatibility condition (3.6). Then the 
nonhomogeneous Stokes problem has a unique solution u £ W m , r ( Q ) and p £ 
\Vtn~l>r(Q)/R. In addition, there exists a constant C > 0 depending only on m, r 
and {}, such that 
(4 .n) HWIIW-.M") + IIHk»'-^ ( n ) / K 
^ C-dl/Hw — -.r(n) + IMkv™-i>Mn) + l l r I | | w - - i / - - ( r ) ) -
P r o o f . Corollary 3.8 reduces the nonhomogeneous to the homogeneous case. 
Indeed, by fixing an adequate representative, we can find UQ £ W m , r ( Q ) , such that 
div uQ = <p in f2, u0 = g on T, 
and 
(4- 1 2) lh'o||w»«- (n) < (
; ( | M k v — i,r(n) + ll/7||w»<-i/>.'-(r)), 
where (7 > 0 is a constant independent of u,ip and g. Thus the nonhomogeneous 
problem amounts to find u - uQ £ W
m - r ( f i ) and p £ Wm~l'r(Q)/R such that : 
-A(u - u0) f Vp = / -f Au0 in £2, 
div(u — uo) = 0 in f2, 
u — uo = 0 on f. 
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Theorem 4.6 guarantees that this problem has a unique solution (u — u0,p) and (4.12) 
and (4.10) yield (4.11). • 
R e m a r k 4 .9 . The same argument as in Remark 4.7 shows that the s ta tement 
of Theorem 4.8 extends to [V5,r spaces for real s. 
4.2. T H E AUXILIARY CASE m = 0 
Unfortunately, the proof of Proposition 4.3 is not valid for m = 1 and, in this 
case, we do not know how to apply directly the preceding approach. To turn this 
difficulty, we shall first solve an auxiliary Stokes problem with m = 0, by formulating 
it as the dual of a Stokes problem that corresponds to m = 2 and to which Theorem 
4.8 applies . This idea has been introduced by Lions fc Magenes in [25] to solve a 
Laplace's equation with singular data and it has been applied by Giga in [19] to 
solve a Stokes problem with singular data on the boundary. Once an adequate result 
is obtained for m = 0, we shall derive a similar result for m = 1 by interpolating 
between 77? = 0 and m = 2. The reader can refer to Galdi fc Simader [16] for a 
different proof. They handle the case m = 1 in a domain of class <€1 by considering 
fundamental solutions in Rd. 
Before describing this technique, we must give a meaning to singular da ta for a 
Stokes problem and we require some preliminary spaces. More precisely, we want to 
show that , for the solution of the Stokes problem, a boundary condition of the form 
u|r £ W ~ 1 / / r , r ( r ) makes sense. To this end, we introduce the space 
Y(Q) = { u G W 2 - r ' ( f2) ; u = 0 ,d ivu = 0 on r } , 
where, as before, 1 < 7* < oo and 7 + 77 = V Equation (3.4) of Lemma 3.5 shows 
that this space is also equal to: 
Y(m = {u e w2- r '(m ; u = o, ̂  • n = o on r 
and the range space of the normal derivative 71 : Y(Q) —-> W 1 ' r , r (F) is 
z(r) = [w e wl'ry(r) • w • n = 0}. 
Now, we define the space 
Xr(J2) = {^Wi'
r( i)) ; divve Wo1,r(n)}. 
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which is a reflexive Banach space for the norm 
IMU-r(n) = | |v | |w i . r ( n ) + || div v||-voi.r(n). 
We skip the proof of the next lemma because it uses standard tools (cf. Temam 
[37] or Girault fc Raviart [20]). 
L e m m a 4 .10 . The space &(Q,) is dense in Xr(Q). 
In the sequel, we shall also make use of the spaces 
Tr(Q) = {v G L
r ( Q ) ; Av e (AV(fi)) '} , Tr,o(fi) = {v G T r ( f i ) ; div v = 0} , 
that are reflexive Banach spaces for the norm 
IMIT,(n) = | |v| |Lr(n) + ||Av||*, 
where || • ||+ denotes the dual norm of the space (Xr>(Q))'. A technique of proof 
similar, although more intricate, than that of Lemme 4.10, allows to prove that 
0 (H) is dense in T r(fi) and {v e 9(Q)] div v = 0} is dense in T r>0(fi). 
Now, on one hand, the functions v of T r 0 ( Q ) are such that their normal trace v • n on 
T belongs to lV~ l / * r , r ( r ) . On the other hand, for all v in -^(fi), we have the following 
Green's formula 
\/<fi€Y(Sl), (Av,<p) = (v,A<p) - ( » . ^ ) -
But recall that | ^ sweeps Z(T) when (p sweeps Y(£l) and observe that the dual 
space Z'(T) of Z(T) can be identified with the space {g G W _ 1 / r , r ( r ) ; g • n = 0 } . 
Therefore, by means of the density of @(Q) in T r(fi) , we can show that if V is of class 
"if1,1, then the tangential trace of functions of T r 0 ( Q ) also belongs to W ~
l / r , r ( T ) 
(i.e. the complete trace of v belongs to W - 1 / r , r ( r ) ) and 
(4.13) Vy? G y ( l l ) , Vv G T r>0(Q), (Av , ip) = (v, A<p) - (v, ^ 
\ on 
The following proposition is partly due to Giga [19] (who considered the case of a 
domain Q, of class %>°°). We shall prove it in detail. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 1 1 . Let r be any real number with 1 < r < oo and let {} be a 
bounded and connected domain of'Rd, of class tf1'1. Let the boundary data <j satisfy 
g G W "
1 / r ' r ( r ) , g-n = 0. 
Then, the Stokes problem 
(444) - A v + V 7 = 0 in tt, 
(4.15) d ive = 0 in Q, 
(4.16) v = g on r, 
has exactly one solution v G L7'(fi) and q G lV" 1 , r ( f i ) /R . Moreover, there exists a 
constant C > 0 depending only on r and Q such that 
(4.17) IM|iV(n) + ||'/l|.v-'.'(n)/B š ollí/ll W - l / г , г ( Г ) . 
P r o o f . We shall first prove that if the pair (v,q), with v in L'(f i) and q 
in VV" 1 ' r(fi)/R, satisfies (444) and (4.15), then v belongs to 7;,0(fi) and thus the 
boundary condition (4.16) makes sense. 
For this, observe that, in view of the density stated by Lemma 4.10, if a function 
7 belongs to l V _ 1 ' r ( f i ) / R then its gradient Vr/ belongs to (N r /(fi)) ' and 
| | V 7 | | * ^ \\<l\\\V-^r{n)/M. 
Hence, if the pair (i;,qr), with v in L r ( f i ) and 7 in l V _ 1 ' r ( f i ) / R , satisfies (4.14) 
and ( 4 4 5 ) , then Av G (N r ' ( f i ) ) ' ; therefore v G Tr>o(fi) and its trace belongs to 
w- 1 / r - r (r) . 
Next, let us prove that problem (4.14)-(4.16) is equivalent to the variational for­
mulation (cf [19]): find v G L7'(fi) and 7 G l 'V" 1 ' r (fi)/R such that : 
(4.18) uЄ (fi), VpЄ lV 1 , r ' ( f i ) , / [ Ҷ - A Ü + p)-7div(/]dj-
JÍÌ 
<ìu 
7 — (\(т 
y ' Ülì 
where of course the integral signs denote adequate dualities. Indeed, let. (i\<j) be a 
solution of (4.14)-(4.16); Green's formula (4.13) yields for all u G Y(tt): 
- ( A v , u ) + (V(7,u) = - ( e , A u ) + lg, - ^ \ - (r/,divi/) = 0. 
In addition, for all p G IV1 , r ' ( f i ) , we have 
(i\Xp) — - ( i i iv ?', //> 4 - 0 ' a ) p) — {). 
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(Here, we use the density of the functions of @(£l) witli divergence zero in Tr^(il).) 
This shows that the pair (v,q) is a solution of the variational formulation (4.18). 
Conversely, we readily prove that if (v, q) satisfies the variational formulation (4.18), 
then (v,q) is a solution of problem (4.14)-(4.16). 
Now, let us solve problem (4A8). According to Theorem 4.8 applied with m = 2, 
for each / G L r (il.) and <p G VV0
 ,r (£2) H L0 (£2), there exists a unique u G V(!.2) and 
pe Wl>r'{Q)/R solution of: 
-Au-f- Vp = / in fi, 
div u = (p iu £2, 
u = 0 on r . 
Furthermore, by virtue of the continuity of the mapping 71 : IV2,r (Q) —+ IV1/7"-7' (V) 
and the estimate (4.11), for any pair (f,<p) in L r ' (Q) x [Wr]'r>(Q)C) IJ0'(tt)}, we have: 
/ «7т— dгr 
JГ ő n 
^ í";1llí/llw-i/^'-(r)llwllw-.'-l(íí) 
^ ^2| |/7| |w-i/--(r)(ll/llL-'(n) + IMIw-.r'(í2)) 
In other words, the mapping (f, (p) H^ fr(I^ dcr defines an element of the dual space 
of Lr'(il) x [lV0
1 , r '(Q) H L70'(12)], with norm bounded by C2\\y\\w-i/r,r{r). 
Finally, observing that (Lr>(il))' = Lr(il) and the dual of !'V0
1,r'(fi) fl /70'(S2) is 
1V~ 1 , r(£2)/R, we infer by Riesz1 representation theorem that there exists a unique 
v E Lr({}) and q G l V - 1 ' r ( Q ) / R satisfying (4.14)-(4.16) and the bound (4.17). D 
The next corollary relaxes the constraint on the data y. 
Corol lary 4 .12 . We retain the assumptions of Proposition 4.11, hut here we 
suj)j)ose only that y G W _ 1 / r ' r ( V ) satisfies the compatibility condition (y • n, 1) = 0. 
Then problem (4.14)-(4.1(5) has a unique solution v G Lr(S2) and q G W~]) 
and the hound (4.17) holds. 
P r o o f . Let us solve the Neumann problem 
A0 = 0 in 0 , 
00 
071 
= (/ • 7/ Oll Г. 
It has a unique solution 0 G 1V1,7*(12). Set w = VO: then w belongs to T r 0(£2) and 
IIHIr r(n) = ll"'lli^(n) ^ C % | | w - i / r , r ( r ) . 
Let y — ,7 - 70 (iv), y satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4 . H , and therefore there 
°xist VQ -uid r/0 solution of problem (4. VI)-(4.10) with y replaced by y. Then the pair 
of funct i/̂ i'S :' — r 0 4- w and q{) î  the r qmr
 :d solution. Q 
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R e m a r k 4 . 1 3 . The above arguments also allow to solve problem (4.14)-(4AC) 
with a nonzero right-hand side f in (AV'(fi))', a space just a little smaller than 
W - ^ f t ) . Thus, for / given in (Xr*({!))' and g given in W
l^r'r(r) satisfying 
(g • 7i, 1) = 0, there exists a unique u in L r (Q) and p in W~l,r(Q)/R such that 
-Au 4- Vp = / in ft, div u = 0 in Q, 
u -= g on r . 
This can be used to establish a Helmholtz decomposition analogous to (4.9) for 
functions in T r (Q) . 
R e m a r k 4 .14 . There is another more familiar Helmholtz decomposition that 
can be derived directly for functions of hr(il) (cf. Fujiwarafc Morimoto [15] and von 
Wahl [38]). With the notation of Paragraph 2, we have 
Lr(Q) = Vb.reVr, 
where Yr = {Vo ; q G W^
r(Q)} . Indeed, let u G Lr(f2) and let p G Wl>r(Q)/R he 
the unique solution of the nonhomogeneous Neumann problem: 
V ? e H ' l / ( f i ) , (Vp,Vq) = (u,Vq). 
Then u — V p G Vo.r; set v = u — Vp; therefore, u = v -f Vp with v G Vo,r a l K l 
p G l F 1 , r ( Q ) . Moreover, assuming that the boundary is of class <£1 , 1 , there exists a 
constant C > 0 independent of ?/ such that: 
IIPIk^ny-* ^ C||i/||Lr(r2). 
Clearly, this is a direct sum, because if v G Vo>r is of the form v = Vp with p G 
Wl,r(Q), then Ap = 0 in ft and - ^ = 0 on T. Hence p is constant and v = 0. 
4 .3 . T H E CASE m = 1 
By interpolating between Theorem 4.8 with m = 2 and Corollary 4.12, we derive 
our next result. 
Corol lary 4 .15 . Let r be any real number with 1 < r < co, let ft be a bounded 




atjci the compatibility condition fr g • n da = 0. Then, problem (4.14)-(4.16) iias a 
unique solution v G W 1 , r ( Q ) and q G Lr(Q)/R and there exists a constant C > 0 
depending only on r and Q such that 
IMIwi.^n) + lklk'-(n)/R ^ C||fir||w---/'-.'-(r)-
L e m m a 4 .16 . Let r be any real number with \ < r < oo, let Q, be a bounded 
and connected domain of Rd of class <^1 '1 and let (p be given in L 0(- l ) . Then, the 
problem 
(4.19) -Aw + VO = 0 in ft, 
(4.20) div w = cp in Q, 
(4.21) uj = 0 o j i r , 
has a unique solution w G W 0
, r ( Q ) and 9 G L r ( f t ) /R and there exists a cojjstajit 
C > 0 depending only on r and Ct such that 
(4-22) IMIwi . ' (n ) + I |0 | IL ' ( I I ) /R ^ C\\<p\\Lr(a). 
P r o o f . The uniqueness is obvious. To prove existence, we solve the homoge-
neous Neumann problem 
Aip = cp in Q, 
—- = 0 on r. 
on 
It has a unique solution ^ G VV2'r(ft) and setting iDo = V0;, we have 
||wJo||wi.-(n) ^ Cill^llL-(n). 
Now, problem (4.19)-(4.21) is equivalent to finding w and 0 such that 
-A(w - wQ) + V(0 - A 0 ) = 0 in ft, 
div(w — WQ) = 0 in ft, 
W — Wo = —WQ Oil T . 
As WQ • ?i = 0 on T, the existence follows from Corollary 4.15; the continuity of the 
trace 7 o : W
1 , r ( f t ) .-> W 1 " 1 / r ' r ( r ) gives: 
\\w - ^Do||wl.r(n) + \\0 - A 0 | | L r ( n ) / R ^ C 2 | K | | W i - i / ^ ( r ) ^ C3\\(p\\Lr{n). 
This proves (4.22). • 
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With this lemma, we can prove the decomposition of vector fields for m = 1. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 .17 . Let r he any rea/ numher with 1 < r < oo and let ft he a 
hounded and connected domain of Rd of class (6X"X. The following decomposition 
holds: 
wi'r(n) = VlireGi,r. 
P r o o f . Let u G W*' r ( f t ) . Then, div u G LS(ft) and therefore, by virtue of 
Lemma 4.16, the problem 
-Aw + VO = 0 in ft, 
div w = div u in ft, 
u; = 0 on T, 
has a unique solution w G W 0 '
r ( f t ) and 0 G Z/(f t) /R and it satisfies 
I M I w i - ( n ) + ||^||L'-(n)/D8 ^ C\\ div u | | L - ( n ) . 
Take v = u — w\ then v belongs to \\yT\ and since ?/ = v + w, with w G C\ir, this is 
the desired decomposition. • 
This decomposition enables us to establish, with exactly the same proof, the ana-
logue of Theorem 4.6 with in = 1. 
T h e o r e m 4 .18 . Let r he any real numher with 1 < r < oo and let ft l>c a 
hounded and connected domain of R of class r6l,[. For each right-hand side f G 
W ~ 1 , r ( f t ) , the homogeneous Stokes prohlem has a unique solution u G W n ' ' (ft) and 
p G Lr(Q)/R. It satisfies the hound 
IMIwi-M-.) + ||p||L-(a)/K ^ C | | / | | W - i . ' ( f t ) . 
with a constant C > 0 depending only on r and ft. 
R e m a r k 4 .19 . Once the homogeneous Stokes prohlem is solved, the nonhomo-
geneous one can be solved as for in J> 2. 
R e m a r k 4 .20 . The regularity assumption on the domain is probably not optimal 
when in = 1. This conies from the method of proof which makes use (because of the 
interpolation) of the regularity required by the case where in = 2. 
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R e m a r k 4 . 2 1 . Let m belong to N U { — 1}, r be any real number with 1 < r < 
oo and let Q he a bounded, connected domain of Rd of cla-ss Ym+l>[. It follows 
from (Corollary 3.8 that the divergence operator maps W m + 2 , r ( f i ) D Wj' ' ' (Q) onto 
IVm+1 'r(<.2) H Lr0(Q). Then, it follows from Proposition 4.5 if???. ^ 0 or Proposition 
4.17 if ?/<• = —1 (assuming in this case that Q is of class Yl>l) that the divergence 
operator is an isomorphism from W m + 2 ' r ( f i ) fl G l | f . onto ,V
m + 1 - r ( f t ) n Lr0(tt). 
5. THE PENALTY METHOD 
This short paragraph is devoted to the penalty method introduced by Tern am in 
[37] to decouple the computation of the velocity from that of the pressure (cf. also 
Dautray fc Lions [M, vol. 7] or Cirault & Raviart [20]). 
Let (u,p) be the solution of the homogeneous Stokes problem with right-hand side 
/ . Recall that the penalty method replaces the Stokes system by: 
(5.1) -Aue - - V d i v u , = / in Q, 
£ 
(5.2) u£ = 0 on r, 
where e is a positive parameter that will tend to zero. The pressure is approximated 
by setting p£ — — jd'w u£ and obviously, u£ is intended to approximate u.. The next 
theorem, proved by Teinam in [37] (cf. also [14] or [20]), establishes the convergence 
of this method. 
T h e o r e m 5 .1 . Let il he a hounded, Lipschitz-continuous, connected domain of 
Rd and let f belong to H~\Q). T/ie/j, as e — 0, 
u£ —- ?/. in H Q ( Q ) , p£ —• p in L~(Q), 
where (u,]>) is the solution of the homogeneous Stokes problem with right-hand 
side / . 
The following theorem extends this convergence to Wm , r(! .2) . 
T h e o r e m 5.2. Let m J> 1 he an integer, r any real number with 1 < r < oo and 
let i}, he a bounded and connected domain ofRd, of class Ym~lA if m ^ 2 or Y]>1 
if m = 1. For f given in W m _ 2 , r ( Q ) , let (?/,/>) he the solution of the homogeneous 
Stokes problem. rFhcn, as e —•+ 0, we have the convergence 
u£ — u in W
m r ( Q ) , p£ = - i div u£ — P in \V
m-x>r(i2). 
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P r o o f . System (5 + ) is elliptic and has a unique solution u£ in W
m r ( ^ ) that 
satisfies the bound 
| | u £ | | W m , r ( n ) ^ C
, | | f | | W m - 2 ) r ( a ) , 
with a constant C independent of e. Hence the sequence Vp^ is bounded in 
W m "~ 2 , r ( f i ) and, since p£ has mean-value zero (because u£ vanishes on T), it follows 
from Proposition 2 + 0, that the sequence p£ is bounded in W
m~1,r(il). Therefore, 
on one hand 
div wf -* 0 strongly in W
m~l'r(Q). 
On the other hand, u£ tends weakly to u in W
m,r(!T2)n Wj ' r ( f i ) and p£ tends weakly 
to p in Wm~l,r(Q) and it is easy to prove that the pair (u,p) is the solution of 
the homogeneous Stokes problem with right-hand side / . By taking the difference 
between this limit system and system (5.1) and applying Theorem 4.8 when in >̂ 2 
or Lemma 4.16 when m = 1, we obtain: 
\u£ - i /Hw- .^f í ) + ||Pe - P\\W™-I>'(ÍI)/R ^ C\\ div u£ \wm-l>r(n)-
Therefore u£ — u and p£ — p both tend to zero at the same rate as div u£, i.e. at 
the same rate as e. • 
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